
It was great to catch up with many of you at 
Mystery Creek Fieldays this year - it was a busy 
time for the AgriSea crew with 4 stands running 
at the same time. 

Clare and I spent most of our week at the AgriSea 
Innovations stand - sharing all the wonderful R&D 
work that is being done using our seaweeds, 
products and processing techniques - all in aim 
to bring value to our customers, our economy 
and to our remote coastal communities.  

In recent news twenty incredible scientists will 
be celebrated at the 2021 Kudos Awards.  AriSea 
and Scion are joint partnership finalists for our 
work in making Nano cellulose Hydrogels from 
our seaweed downstream production process 
- these products have so far shown a 30% 
increase in seedling survivability and have uses 
in cosmetics, biomaterials and even electronics.
Check out our scientists involved in our Research 
and Development corner.

With Spring in full force it’s great to 
see the pictures and stories of our 
youth with their animals for Ag Days 
across the country.   We’ve been running some 
competitions on our facebook page - so make 
sure you take a look at what can be won to 
support your local schools.

Clare has been working away with other 
New Zealanders interested in the growing of 
seaweed as AgriSea projects to farm seaweed 
get underway.  This includes a diverse group of 
people interested in the growing, processing and 
promoting of New Zealand Seaweed - please 
make sure you support our growing New Zealand 
industry by staying away from imported powders 
and only buying from reputable and certified 
sources.

This year - 2021 we mark our 25th Anniversary 
and we will keep you in the loop for any updates 
as we mark this milestone - if you are keen not to 
miss out please make sure you send your email 
address to info@agrisea.co.nz, we are doing our 
best to run across mail and email and want to 
make sure we are able to keep in touch with you. 

We are wishing you and your families a safe 
season ahead, from Tane, Clare, Jill & Keith and 
the MIGHTY AgriSea Team.  

www.agrisea.co.nz
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At an instore staff training day at Farm Source 
Paeroa I caught the ear of a few dairy 
farmers who happened to be the owners of 
Waniville farm close to Netherton. 

A more profitable, natural approach to soil and 
pasture health perked their interest and after an 
on-farm consultation we decided to go ahead with 
a trifecta approach of Soil, Pasture and Ocean 
Nutrition to help their pasture with a late autumn 
flush. 

Unfortunately, due to scheduling issues with the 
spraying contractor, the product wasn’t applied 
by chopper until early June but thankfully the 
conditions were still primed for good grass growth. 
Eleven days later the pasture had taken off and was 

“It is very gratifying to be able to work with clients who achieve these results and be able 
to notice their thought patterns shift away from the classic paradigm. Foliar feeding leading 
into calving is going to become more prevalent with importance being placed on pasture 
quality to aid in the prevention of metabolic issues, similar to magnesium dusting, by ensuring 
correct nutrient uptake. 

By foliar feeding the Pasture and Ocean Nutrition Waniville Farm have managed to increase 
nutrient density in the pasture as well as giving the pasture a growth boost to ensure there 
was no deficit leading into calving. 

I believe this increase in nutrient density is responsible for the decrease in mastitis and 
metabolic issues Waniville has faced this season as this was the only difference they have 
made to their processes this season.

In monetary terms, if we use the industry average cost per case of mastitis of $120 we are 
looking at cost savings of $2,040 through having seventeen less cases as well as the time 
and cost savings of having no down cows - not to mention the stress reduction!

These short-term results are hedged by the addition of the Soil Nutrition liquid that was also 
applied to work towards the long-term goal of increasing soil health by growing the humus 
layer, increasing root depth and also fostering beneficial fungal networks and bacterial 
colonies”.

 a deep, dark green and had given them a bit of 
a cushion as they were milking through winter. 
This was only the start of the process, so far 
they have only had three cases 
of mastitis when they would have at least 
twenty by the start of September and no down 
cows when they would have had seven or eight 
in past seasons and attribute it all to 
AgriSea as this is the only new addition they 
have made to their system this season. 

I look forward to continuing this work with Waniville 
Farm to see how far we can go with improving 
animal health through providing a more complete, 
nutrient dense food source in the form of pasture.

Rhys’ Insights:

https://www.facebook.com/Agrisea


Murray’s whole working life, has been in the agricultural 
service sector. Murray has worked as a stock agent, 
wool classing, and export also dairy farming and milk 
processing.

Over the last 20 years he has been involved with 
fertiliser, farm nutrient management (incl. Overseer), 
dairy effluent design and management. He has practical 
working experience with both conventional and organic 
agricultural production and has found a neat fit with the 
Agrisea products into all farming systems

6 MONTHS 
DEFERRED 
TERMS.
From now until  November , you have the option to spread or defer 
payment on transactions over .*

This means you can purchase AgriSea bio-stimulant nutrition solutions for your 
farm and not pay anything until December . 

Selected range of AgriSea 
products available through 

Farm source - 68 stores 
nationwide

www.agrisea.co.nz

http://www.agrisea.co.nz


Post calving, leading into mating can be a 
heightened time of disease risk for animals. 
The risk is partly due to reduced immune 
function and increased oxidative stress. 

In fact nearly 75% of disease in adult dairy 
cows typically happens after the first month 
of calving. These diseases include mastitis, 
ketosis, digestive disorders and lameness. 
An animal in a state of oxidative stress is 
going to be less productive, more susceptible 
to disease and less likely to get in-calf.  

Research under peer review from Lincoln 
University shows that AgriSea Animal Nutrition 
is a bioavailable and safe form of natural 
antioxidants, pro and prebiotics and that it 
significantly reduces oxidative stress, increases 
body condition score and enhances rumen 
fermentation.  

So what does that mean for you ?
Better body condition score going into mating, 
reduced animal health costs and better 
performance year-on-year.

*Special ends 30 Sep 2021, Terms & conditions apply.  Freight addtional on solid products.

Post calving/pre-mating care-reducing 
oxidative stress for better performance



Nicole has joined our R&D 
team  from  Waihi  College 
to do a 6 month placement  
with The Royal Society’s  
Science Teaching  Leadership   
Programme. 
Nicole will work with the team on various applied 
research & development programmes & assist 
in several projects. She aims to obtain a firm 
understanding of the use of seaweed products in 
the NZ primary sector and gain new insights & skills 
which will provide many professional development 
opportunities for the college.

Janet is completing her 
Masters of Bioscience 
Enterprise at the 
University of Auckland, 
having previously 
gained a BSc and Honours in Biomedical 
Science. She is interested in the application 
of science outside the lab, and her internship 
at AgriSea has given her a great opportunity 
to put her knowledge to use, working on 
commercialising the nanocellulose hydrogel. 
Janet is a finalist in the World of WearableArt 
Awards.

With an MSc in Soil Science, 
Tina spent 16 years as 
Senior Research Associate 
in the Soil, Water &  
Environment Team at Plant 
& Food Research in Lincoln, 
involved soil biological/
biochemical research. Prior to joining AgriSea, she 
has held a variety of roles, in the fields of quality 
control & audit. She has a long-held passion for 
science, particularly when it benefits the primary 
industries. Tina lives in Tirau where photography, 
upcycling furniture, redecorating the house & 
gardening keep her busy.

With a BSc in 
Biomedical Sciences, 
Melodie continued on 
to study microbiology 
and biotechnology. She 
completed her PhD at 
the University of Auckland, working with primary 
industry waste products to investigate potential 
new products. She has extensive experience 
with fermentation in both the food & beverage 
sector and in the biotechnology space. Melodie 
is passionate about working with NZ primary 
industry partners and new research initiatives to 
enhance day-to-day operations. 



The aptly named Dreamview Farm 
overlooks Whaingaroa Harbour and 
the Tasman Sea on the hills above 
Raglan, a 300 acre property that has 
been farmed by David and Bronwyn 
Hill and family for 20 years.

Daughter Jess came 
onboard with an Ag degree 
at Lincoln university, 
convincing her parents 
to offer sustainably and 
locally produced dairy 
products to the eco-savvy 
Raglan community.  Jess 
and her sister Kathy, who 
has a Bachelor of Science 
majoring in soil science, 
are also keen on using 
a more holistic nutrient 
management programme 
on the farm.

The farm is also home to Dreamview 
Creamery and homestay, a business 
enterprise owned and run by the 
whole family including daughter Jess 
on a milking platform of 85ha with 
the herd split into 60 cows for the 
creamery and 65 for factory collection. 
In the past four years the business has 
grown from 30 bottles from shipping 
container to a 200 sq m factory, 
designed and built by Jess and Kathy’s 
brother Matthew.  

Agrisea’s Cambridge-based training 
and development manager Murray 
McEwan has been working with the 
Hill family for almost two years and is 
trialling one of Agrisea’s solid 
products, Combo+, against 
a conventional fertiliser programme 
that the farm had historically used.  
Measures include pasture quality, 

undertaking visual soil assessments 
and tests to determine if the cows have 
any grazing preferences between the 
two sites.

“They know better than 
we do,” says Murray. In a south 
facing hill paddock and another facing 
the sea, four comparative sites are 
being monitored. Two receive two 
applications a year of Combo+, a 
combination of AgriSea liquid Soil and 
Pasture Nutrition and Zeolite, while the 
other two follow a traditional fertiliser 
programme.

We’d like the trial to go for at least three 
years,” says Murray.  The Combo+ 
is designed to remain in soil to 
improve nutrient and water retention.  
Carbon sequestration - the process 

of capturing and storing atmospheric 
carbon dioxide - is a particular favourite 
subject of Murray’s, who believes 
good pasture management can be 
a solution to carbon sequestration, 
rather than the Government’s reliance 
just on pine plantations.  This too is in 
line with the Dreamview philosophy of 
sustainability.

Murray says it’s good to work with the 
family, and the trial is not too much of 
a strain on their extremely busy lives 
because it is working toward their 
goals for the farm.  It also has the 
benefit of saving costs on the ongoing

reliance on a fertiliser programme.  
One measure of this sort of growth 
could be recorded with the creamery’s 
website counter of the plastic bottles 
saved from their glass bottling 
operation - 153,246 at last view - as 
customers are delivered the local 
A2 milk in reusable glass 
bottles just like the old 
days.
“I asked dad if he had noticed any 
difference with fertiliser and the 
Agrisea and he said “paddock 30 has  
never seen so much grass in it, it looks 
so good”, 

and that was the paddock with Agrisea 
in it,” says Jess. “It’s cool he’s taking 
note of it, I love that they want to listen 
to us.  “Our parents are really open to 
change and that’s the cool thing about 
them.”

“paddock 30 has never seen so much    
  grass in it, it looks so good”

“We’re comparing everything with quite  
  extensive soil tests that includes carbon.”

https://www.facebook.com/Agrisea

